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Talk outline

I will talk about:

• Some core aspects of hydrogeology education 

• The role of universities
– Postgraduate taught courses in UK and elsewhere

– Threats to UK hydrogeology Masters programmes

• The role of organisations such as IAH
– Training courses, educational aids, mentoring



• Of the 700 million people who don’t have an improved 
water source, the majority will need to be supplied from 
groundwater

• Groundwater provides over 40% of all agricultural water

• Plenty of challenges for hydrogeologists in e.g. :
– Evaluating impacts of changing climate and land use on groundwater 

resources and quality

– Remediating polluted aquifers

– Delineating groundwater protection schemes

– Protecting groundwater-dependent ecosystems

Why do we need hydrogeologists?



• So the importance of groundwater and hydrogeologists 
should be obvious

• But is it obvious to policy makers and the funders of 
hydrogeology education?

– Groundwater frequently does not feature explicitly in water 
management policies 

– The world-renowned hydrogeology Masters at Birmingham 
university was threatened with closure last year 



• Paper from Canada says “Demand for hydrogeology instruction 
has grown because of strong employment prospects for trained 
hydrogeologists and the growing recognition of groundwater in 
other disciplines” (Gleeson et al., 2012) 

• “Hydrogeology has even been called recession-proof” (Coontz, 2008)



Core knowledge

Topic

Hydraulic conductivity/intrinsic permeability
Darcy’s law and its applicability
Aquifers and confining units
Water table and mapping
Gradient and head
Water table
Hydraulic head
Specific yield and storativity
Wells and piezometers
Transmissivity
Specific discharge and average linear velocity
Primary and secondary porosity
Homogeneity and isotropy
Recharge and discharge areas
Steady flow in aquifers

The top 15 most important hydrogeology topics for an undergraduate hydrogeology course, 
as identified in a survey of 68 academic hydrogeologists (from Gleeson et al., 2012) 



10 pieces of advice from Siegel (2008)

1. Don’t push the data farther than they can be pushed and be 
honest with respect to what can be done

2. Darcy’s law needs to be understood at the ‘gut’ level
3. Potentiometric surfaces are different from the water table
4. Surface water is an ‘outcrop’ of the water table
5. Groundwater occurs in nested flow systems, separated by 

hydraulic boundaries
6. Groundwater chemistry is predictable from first principles
7. Chemical oxidation and reduction control many important 

groundwater and contaminant chemical compositions
8. As a working approximation, contaminant plumes should be 

considered narrow and no wider than a few times the width of 
the source at their heads

9. Contour using your head, and not your computer
10. Explore simple bivariate plots as an analysis tool.



• These core aspects of groundwater science are best 
taught in the university 

– Difficult to catch up on the science in the workplace

• Classroom learning should be supported by lab and 
field activities

• But hydrogeologists also need to learn about topics 
that are at the interface between groundwater 
science and other disciplines 



Need to know about hydrogeology in relation to:

• Climate change

• Sustainable energy

• Integrated catchment management

• Sociological aspects of water development
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Findings from recent Uganda study

Social challenges include

• Breakdown of improved water sources (hand-pumps)

• Inadequate operation and maintenance mechanisms

• Low involvement of women in water governance, 
including leadership roles in water user committees

• Perception amongst some people that water from 
unimproved sources tasted better

• Poor roads and paths, and long distances, to access 
improved water sources

• Collection and payment of O&M fees

• Risks of assault / injury to women and children at the 
water source

• Need for better education

See Asaba et al. (2015), in Fagan et al. (eds) Water is Life. Practical Action Publishing

Without an appreciation of these issues, the 
hydrogeologist’s efforts are unlikely to be successful



Hydrogeology education in Ireland

• Some undergraduate modules in Geology and Civil 
Engineering degree programmes

• No specialist Masters in hydrogeology

• There are Masters courses that contain modules with 
elements of groundwater, e.g.
– Environmental Engineering at TCD and QUB

– Environmental Science, TCD

– Water, Waste & Environmental Engineering, UCD 

– Water Resources Engineering, NUI Galway (new)

• PhD research  



Postgraduate hydrogeology courses in Britain

• Typically one-year programmes: taught modules followed by 
research dissertation

• The number of courses has changed over the years:
• 2 courses in 1970s and early 1980s 

• 5 courses by early 1990s

• 3 courses at present

• Decline in courses mainly due to reduction in funding
• UK Research Councils give priority to PhD research

• Fees for Masters programmes are increasing in line with undergraduate 
fees

• No government-backed loan scheme in place for masters students

• 4-year MEng and MSci ‘primary’ degrees have also had an impact



Hydrogeology Masters courses in Britain 

Dates University Course

1965 – 2001 University College 
London

Hydrogeology
(now run a Diploma course)

1972 – present Birmingham Hydrogeology

1987 – 1999 Newcastle Groundwater Engineering

?  – present Newcastle Hydrogeology and Water Management
(includes “flexible learning” option)

1992 - c2002 Reading Hydrogeology and Groundwater Quality

1992 – 1999 East Anglia Hydrogeology

? – 2012 Leeds Hydrogeology

2005 – 2012 Cardiff Environmental Hydrogeology

? – present Sheffield Contaminant Hydrogeology

? – present Strathclyde Hydrogeology



Bologna Declaration
(and several subsequent accords)

• Signed by European Ministers of Education in 1999 

• Aim is for greater harmonisation in third-level education 
across Europe

• Two-cycle Bachelors/Masters degree – 3+2 model 
preferred

• Many universities in Europe now offer a 5-year Masters 
degree (4 years in UK)

• In Ireland, 5-year Masters is now the qualifying degree for 
CEng

• Masters-level primary degree programmes may lead to 
less demand for specialist 1-year Masters



“The loss of funded studentships for taught 
masters means that even the long-
established and highly-regarded Birmingham 
course could be vulnerable in the future.”



• MSc Hydrogeology at University of Birmingham was 
threatened with closure last year

• Huge outcry from hydrogeological community

• The course has had a reprieve:

– An email from the university (15/2/2016) says they will 
“continue to deliver the MSc Hydrogeology programme 
with improved delivery effectiveness”, but that they will 
“disinvest in Hydrogeology research”



North America

• Numerous Masters programmes
• Often 2 years duration
• Many offer an MS in Hydrology or similar, with significant 

‘groundwater hydrology’ options
• See NGWA website for list of masters programmes in North 

America
USA examples: Canadian examples:
Arizona British Columbia
California (Davis) Toronto
Nevada Waterloo
Ohio
Penn State
Stanford
Texas
Wisconsin



Courses in continental Europe

There are several postgraduate hydrogeology courses in 
continental Europe which are taught through English:

• Germany, Tübingen: Applied Environmental Geoscience (2 
years)

• Holland, UNESCO-IHE Delft: Hydrology and Water Resources 
(18 months)

• Holland, Utrecht: Environmental Hydrogeology (2 years)

• Sweden, Stockholm University: Hydrology, Hydrogeology and 
Water Resources (2 years)



PhD programmes

• Many hydrogeologists obtain their hydrogeology 
education through PhD programmes

• Can be attractive option for a student, especially if 
funding available

• Also, PhD is essential for academic career

• But can a PhD programme offer the same all-round 
hydrogeology education as a taught MSc?

– In some countries, doctoral programmes do include 
substantial taught course components 



Role of IAH

• Education Working Group prepared report in 2014 to 
enhance IAH role in education

• But an organisation like IAH can only be a facilitator –
does not seek to replace core role of universities



a) Develop a separate Education and Training banner on the IAH website 
home page;

b) Prepare a list of hydrogeology degree courses available internationally, 
with links to course information from the IAH Education web pages;

c) List short-courses, field courses and webinars organized by national 
chapters on the IAH Education webpages;

d) Develop an IAH YouTube channel (or equivalent); 
e) Link in with existing webinar providers to provide IAH-branded talks.
f) Compile an international panel of experts who would potentially be willing 

to contribute to short courses organized and run by national chapters;
g) Prepare IAH-branded educational materials (lectures, illustrations, etc) 

and making these available for download from the website;
h) Develop short thematic papers on key strategic topics to help IAH increase 

the awareness of groundwater issues amongst policy makers and water 
managers, and the wider public.

WG recommendations:

Many of these depend on improvements to the
IAH website



Webpages are in preparation…….



https://iah.org/knowledge/learning-resources

Strategic Overview Papers

https://iah.org/knowledge/learning-resources


Mentoring

To quote from the IAH website, the scheme can potentially 
help members in three areas:

• the scientific – providing advice and technical knowledge on 
various topics within the many strands of hydrogeological 
science;

• career options and pathways – providing guidance on job 
types and locations, CVs, interviews, networking, courses 
and training openings;

• practical experience – case studies, local hydrogeological 
knowledge of specific regions or aquifer types, volunteering 
to undertake short assignments.

https://iah.org/knowledge/mentoring

https://iah.org/knowledge/mentoring


Hydrogeology Journal

• The main purpose of Hydrogeology Journal is to publish 
research articles 

• In 2013 the journal introduced a new type of review paper 
called Foundations

• The aim here is to allow authors to review some of the 
basic principles of hydrogeological science in a depth that is 
beyond that possible in most textbooks (Post, 2013) 



National chapters play a key role e.g through conferences, 

technical seminars, short courses, field trips, etc



Conclusions

• University hydrogeology courses should aim to give students a 
good grasp of the fundamentals of groundwater science

• Secondary objective should be to cover topics at the interface 
between hydrogeology and other disciplines

• Specialist Masters courses have a key role in hydrogeology 
education – but these courses are under threat, at least in UK

• Organisations like IAH can aid life-long learning through short 
courses, webinars, educational papers, mentoring, etc


